
SUCCESSFUL 
SELF-PUBLISHING

TIPS TO MAKE A PROFESSIONAL CAREER OUT OF 
SELF-PUBLISHING



GIFT WRAP THE GREATNESS. 
BRANDING AND FORMATTING YOUR 
BOOK



THE BOOK PACKAGE

 About the author

 Testimonials/endorsements

 Acknowledgements

 Dedication

 Foreword

 Afterword

 Personal note

 Reader’s Guide

 Invitation to accept Christ

 Translation key

 Index

 Bibliography

 Maps/Tables/Illustrations

 Disclaimer

 Excerpts/Previews

 More books

 Links/QR codes

 Table of Contents

Before the book can be put together, you need to 
complete the entire package.



THE BOOK PACKAGE

Contractors
 Cover artist

 Interior graphic designer (often the cover 
artist)

 Ebook formatter

 Print type-setter
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BRANDING

Branding is defined as:

The marketing practice of 
creating a name, symbol or 
design that identifies and 

differentiates a product from 
other products.



BRANDING

How does branding apply to book 
publishing?
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BRANDING



COVER DESIGN – UNIFYING ELEMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unifying thematic elements� �Think of Sue Grafton with her A is for B is for and so on novels. Nora Roberts with her (fill in the blank) Death books (Naked in Death, Calculated in Death, etc.) penned under her J.D. Robb pseudonym. The “Prey” novels. The bottom line is, for the books in a series, there is typically a unifying theme that extends throughout the entire storyline. Important unifying thematic elements should somehow be depicted graphically on the cover.��In The Jewel Series, I wanted each cover to contain specific unifying thematic elements. I wanted each jewel depicted in the upper third of the cover like a dream cloud. I wanted some famous scene or cityscape of Boston in the background since that is the primary setting for the story. I wanted each male protagonist depicted in typical black and white silhouette with each of my heroine’s silhouette colored to mimic the “jewel” for which she was named.�These are all unifying thematic elements for that series.



COVER DESIGN – UNIFYING ELEMENTS

Branding Theme



COVER DESIGN – THE THUMBNAIL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The THUMBNAIL View��With so many book covers compressed to thumbnail size in online and printed catalogs, a good book cover will “size” well and typically is going to have a 1:6 ratio being 1 wide and 6 tall. Too many fine elements will get lost. Low resolution imagery will always pixelate losing visual appeal. An image that is too light (white book cover) will get lost on a white page.�The book cover should not only look great for print, it should also “size down” to a thumbnail and still look fantastic with all major branded elements, unifying thematic elements, Z principle intact, and stand out against a white page.



COMMUNICATING WITH YOUR COVER ARTIST

 The operative word in that tile is “artist”

 As an artist, I understand that every artistic brain 
thinks differently, receives information differently, 
and needs to be stroked differently.

 Your cover artist is going to need to you 
communicate on his or her level.



I need a new cover. 
It's for a series that's going to have the 

word Bluegrass in it. Romance in the 
Bluegrass, Love in the Bluegrass, Bluegrass 
Love, Bluegrass Brides, Bluegrass something. 
Suspense. Romance. Small town Kentucky.

This will be a continuing series for as long 
as I can write them.  So, know as we go into 
designing this first book cover, we’re 
branding a continual series.

COVER DESIGN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example:��By the time I got around to A Melody for James, we were an old pros at drafting what I envisioned and executing that vision. You are about to have insight into the development of that book cover. This was the original draft created in power point.� Starting a new series, I decided to keep a lot of the same branding elements while changing the style of the series:�







COVER DESIGN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes, thematic elements are not as obviousAlternate Brands��In addition to writing fiction, I have a pretty wide following as Hallee the Homemaker. My cookbooks are more closely associated with that following so they follow a slightly different design principle.��Since the cookbooks are always a parody of some popular cultural phenomenon, I have some latitude when it comes to license and copyright. Parody has a different status under the law which is a good thing in a country that allegedly admires freedom of expression.�I decided that the title and a catchy zinger of a tagline will always appear as the top of the “Z” and my name and “other brand” (Hallee the Homemaker) will always make up the foot of the “Z.” The look and feel of the title will be consistent with whatever pop cultural phenomenon happens to be the subject of the parody but the remainder will more closely reflect my personal tastes.�You can see the brand marks, unifying thematic elements, and other design principles depicted here:



CREATE BOOK PACKAGE

Covers

 eBook cover



CREATE BOOK PACKAGE

Covers

 eBook cover

 Printed book cover

 Trade paperback

 Book jacket







CREATE BOOK PACKAGE

Covers

 eBook cover

 Printed book cover

 Trade paperback

 Book jacket

 Audiobook cover



CHANGE IS SOMETIMES GOOD



CHANGE IS SOMETIMES GOOD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  �You can see what elements stayed the same as The Jewel Series.�This is a good example of the look and feel for all of my future works of fiction.



CHANGE IS SOMETIMES GOOD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  �You can see what elements stayed the same as The Jewel Series.�This is a good example of the look and feel for all of my future works of fiction.



THE BOOK PACKAGE

Formatting is more important than I realized.

 title graphics, scene breaks match cover

 drop caps

 bleed

 chapters all start on right side

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An ebook is simply a grouping of computer code. Much like your word processing document is a grouping of computer code. Formatting is taking that word processing document and compiling it into a different kind of code for a new product.Show different ebooks





THE BOOK PACKAGE

How to format?
 Hire a formatter

 Do it yourself
 Many books on the subject (link)

 Amazon KDP has templates for print books

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=how+to+format+an+ebook


THE BOOK PACKAGE

 EPUB files
 Validate at idpf.org to preview in Adobe Digital Editions, Calibre, or actual 

device

 MOBI files
 Amazon specific

 PDF files
 Press quality print

 Embed all fonts

 200 dpi minimum graphics (300 preferred)
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